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The ˆDos˜ of Film Laminating
1. If you´re planning to do cold laminating , then it´s important to remember that the curing
2. If, on the other hand, the plan is to use thermal lamination, then be sure to leave a menu

3. Be sure to allow adequate time for the printed documents to dry before applying the laminat

4. Do your best to control the level of humidity in the area where the prints are being proces

5. Although you may choose to apply a cold laminant, it´s best to use some heat during the pro

6. After practicing for a bit on some extra prints, make it a habit to rub down the printed do

7. In order to acquire a higher level of quality for your finished prints, use low-melt lamina
A Few Laminating ˆDon´ts˜

1. Don´t make the mistake of using excessive heat or running the laminator at too slow a rate,

2. Laminators should never be left idle when the temperature is on, or they´ll develop hot spo

3. Just because the ink doesn´t feel wet doesn´t mean that the print hasn´t become overly mois

4. Prints and laminating supplies ( http://www.laminating-guide.com/laminating-supplies.html )
For those who are new to the print lamination process, the necessary supplies can be obtained
Understand that, for the novice, film laminating can sometimes be frustrating ˘ and expensive
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